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Abstract

We build SWUS-amp, a three-dimensional shear-wave speed model of the

uppermost mantle of the western U.S. using Rayleigh wave amplification

measurements in the period range of 35–125 s from teleseismic earthquakes.

This represents the first-ever attempt to invert for velocity structures us-

ing Rayleigh wave amplification data alone. We use over 350,000 Rayleigh

wave amplitude measurements, which are inverted using a Monte Carlo tech-

nique including uncertainty quantification. Being a local seismic observable,

Rayleigh wave amplification is little affected by path-averaged effects and

in principle has stronger depth resolution than classical seismic observables,

such as surface wave dispersion data. SWUS-amp confirms shallow mantle

heterogeneities found in previous models. In the top 100 km of the mantle, we

observe low-velocity anomalies associated with Yellowstone and the Basin &

Range province, as well as a fast-velocity anomaly underneath the Colorado
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Plateau, where a strong velocity gradient at its edges shows a drastic contrast

with its surroundings. SWUS-amp also gives additional insights into the cur-

rent state of the uppermost mantle in the region. We image a high-velocity

anomaly beneath the high-topography Wyoming province with a maximum

depth extent of about 150–170 km, which is shallower than in previous tomo-

graphic models, and resolves previous inconsistencies with geological infor-

mation. Beneath the Snake River Plain, a finger-like low-velocity anomaly

dips to the west, suggesting lateral flow in the region. Below about 150

km depth, SWUS-amp shows a north-south dichotomy in shear-wave speed

structure, with the northern region showing mostly high-velocity anomalies,

whereas the southern region shows low-velocity anomalies. This is consistent

with the continuous subduction history of the western U.S. and with the

recent extension and uplift of the southern region.

Keywords: western U.S., surface wave, amplitude, USArray, upper mantle,

subduction, extension

1. Introduction1

The actively deforming, elevated western United States (Fig. 1) shows2

evidence of a wide range of geological and geodynamical processes. It is one3

of Earth’s significant plateaus and it displays many unique features, such4

as one of the youngest subducting plates – the Cascadia subduction zone –5

and some of the lowest seismic wave speeds in the Earth’s upper mantle. A6

major control of the tectonic and magmatic evolution of the western U.S. is7

the progressive eastward subduction of the Farallon plate that initiated >1508

Ma (for a review see, e.g., Humphreys and Coblentz, 2007). Flat subduction9

∼40-70 Ma is thought to be responsible for the Laramide orogeny, leading for10

example to the broad, elevated central Rocky Mountains range (RM in Fig. 1;11
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Humphreys and Coblentz, 2007). Geological studies show that the western12

U.S. is currently undergoing post-Laramide orogenic collapse and associated13

volcanism (e.g., Burchfiel et al., 1992). In the westernmost part of the U.S.,14

the young (∼10 Ma) Juan de Fuca plate plunges into the Cascadia subduction15

zone and is thought to be a remnant of the Farallon slab (e.g., Humphreys16

and Coblentz, 2007). To the east, the Columbia Basin (CB in Fig. 1) is a17

remarkable example of a large igneous province caused by voluminous basaltic18

volcanism about 17 Ma possibly associated with the Yellowstone hotspot19

(e.g., Christiansen et al., 2002). Other regions within the interior of the20

western U.S. that are also marked by recent intense magmatic activity include21

Yellowstone (YS), the Snake River Plain (SRP), which traces the path of the22

North American plate over the Yellowstone hotspot, and the Basin & Range23

province. The crust and mantle beneath the Basin & Range province is24

mostly free of slabs (e.g., Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010). This is thought25

to be due to the transition of the westernmost North American plate margin26

from subduction to a transform boundary (Atwater, 1970). Moreover, this27

transition is also marked by the formation of the San Andreas fault and the28

rise of the Sierra Nevada (SN in Fig. 1) in California ∼5 Ma (Atwater, 1970).29

In contrast, to the east, the Colorado Plateau (CP in Fig. 1) is a single,30

stable and elevated (∼1.5 km high) tectonic block, which possibly remained31

relatively undeformed in the past ∼600 Ma. Finally, in the northeast of the32

region lies the Archean-age Wyoming Province (WP in Fig. 1). The WP is33

part of the core of the Laurentia Craton and may have interacted with a slab34

– the Cheyenne slab – in its southern edge (Yuan and Dueker, 2005).35

With the recent deployment of EarthScope’s USArray Transportable Ar-36

ray, great progress has been made towards a better understanding of the37

past and present dynamical evolution of the western U.S. region. USArray38
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data have allowed the construction of increasingly detailed seismic tomo-39

graphic images mainly based on body wave travel-time and surface wave40

dispersion data from both earthquakes and seismic ambient noise (e.g., Shen41

and Ritzwoller, 2016; Porritt et al., 2014; Schmandt and Lin, 2014, to list42

just a few examples). These images suggest subduction-driven mantle het-43

erogeneity and slab complexity, such as tearing and fragmentation in the44

Cascadia region (e.g., Humphreys and Hager, 1990). Small-scale convection45

of the lithosphere has also been suggested, notably in the southern Sierra46

Nevada and at the edge of the Colorado Plateau (e.g., Zandt et al., 2004;47

Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010), and in the Wyoming craton (Dave and Li,48

2016). In addition, other reported dynamic features include a possible deep49

mantle plume associated with the Yellowstone hotspot region (e.g., Nelson50

and Grand, 2018), lithospheric drips, for example in the Colorado Plateau51

(e.g., Liu et al., 2011) and a possible ongoing mass redistribution at depth52

related to the present uplift of the Colorado Plateau and Rocky Mountains53

(e.g., Karlstrom et al., 2008). However, there are still many open questions.54

For example, the seismic signature of complex subduction of ∼5,000 km of55

slab in the region in the past 80 Ma is still not fully understood. The na-56

ture of the Yellowstone system is still controversial, as well as the origin of57

the Columbia River large igneous province. Moreover, the architecture of58

thick, high-velocity lithosphere beneath the high-topography Wyoming and59

Colorado Plateau is still debated, as well as the nature of small-scale high-60

velocity anomalies near the Sierra Nevada.61

Most seismic tomography studies are based on body wave travel-time62

data and/or surface wave dispersion measurements. A known limitation in63

such studies is that along-path averaging effects limit the resolution of the64

images. Using surface wave dispersion measurements via an eikonal approach65
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can be one way to reduce such effect (e.g., Shen et al., 2013; Schmandt and66

Lin, 2014). The near-vertical incidence of body waves also leads to smearing67

of structure along ray paths, e.g., resulting in artificial vertically elongated68

structures (e.g., Rawlinson et al., 2010). These limitations hamper a detailed69

understanding of tectonic processes in complex regions such as the western70

U.S. Seismic amplitude data offer a great potential to enhance the resolution71

of tomography images because in principle they are more sensitive to small-72

scale Earth structure than travel-time or phase data. For example, although73

surface wave phase is sensitive to the velocity perturbations integrated along74

the ray path, surface wave amplitudes are sensitive to the second derivative75

of the velocity anomalies, calculated transversely to the ray (e.g., Ferreira76

and Woodhouse, 2007; Parisi and Ferreira, 2016). Yet, the observation and77

modelling of surface wave amplitudes are challenging, as they are affected78

by elastic and anelastic structure, scattering effects and earthquake source79

parameters. In addition, their relationship with Earth structure is non-linear80

(e.g., Ferreira and Woodhouse, 2007). Thus, only few studies have used sur-81

face wave amplitude data to map three-dimensional (3-D) mantle structure82

(e.g., Dalton and Ekström, 2006; Dalton et al., 2017). Here, we address these83

difficulties by using Rayleigh wave amplification measurements, which tell us84

how the amplitude of a Rayleigh wave at a given location changes depending85

on the local crustal and mantle structure (e.g., Eddy and Ekström, 2014;86

Lin et al., 2012). Being a local-scale observable, surface wave amplification87

depends mainly on the local elastic, isotropic structure beneath the stations88

(e.g., Eddy and Ekström, 2014) and is little affected by path-averaged ef-89

fects. Thus, it is an independent, complementary tool to help unravel geody-90

namical processes in great detail. Compared with Rayleigh wave dispersion91

data, amplification has narrower depth-dependent sensitivity kernels (Fig.92
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S1), and thus in principle has a stronger depth resolution. The massive93

amount of high-quality seismograms recorded by the USArray enables us to94

obtain robust amplification measurements, which are then inverted for local95

shear-wave velocity (vS) structure beneath the western U.S.96

In this study, we build new images of 3-D shear-wave velocity of the up-97

permost mantle in the western U.S. using USArray measurements of Rayleigh98

wave amplification. Previous studies measured Rayleigh wave amplification99

and showed the potential of the measurements for improving the imaging100

of crustal and mantle structure (e.g., Eddy and Ekström, 2014; Lin et al.,101

2012). Here, we go further by performing new amplification measurements102

and by inverting them for the first time for a 3-D vS model of the uppermost103

mantle of the western U.S. Our resulting model, SWUS-amp, gives new con-104

straints on the architecture of vS anomalies in the region, which are discussed105

in terms of its tectonic evolution.106

2. Measuring the local amplification of Rayleigh waves107

2.1. Seismic data108

We use Rayleigh wave amplitude data anomalies measured using the109

mode-branch stripping technique of van Heijst and Woodhouse (1997). This110

amplitude dataset has been recently used in attenuation studies (Bao et al.,111

2016; Dalton et al., 2017) and includes data from Transportable Array sta-112

tions deployed between 2004 and 2007 as part of the USArray. From the113

whole existing amplitude dataset, we focus on fundamental mode Rayleigh114

waves from 7,744 global earthquakes with M>5.0 from 1991–2007, and record-115

ed at 672 stations located in the western U.S. (Fig. 1). Amplitude anomalies116

are measured for 18 different dominant wave periods within the 35–275 s117

period range and are expressed as frequency-dependent ratios A(ω)
A0(ω)

, where118
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A0(ω) is the amplitude of the synthetic waveform calculated for the one-119

dimensional (1-D) reference Earth model PREM (Dziewoński and Anderson,120

1981). This results in a total of 373,951 multi-frequency, fundamental mode121

Rayleigh wave amplitude measurements (Fig. S2).122

2.2. Measurement technique123

The local amplification AR(ω) at a given receiver R for a vertical-compon-124

ent, fundamental mode Rayleigh wave with angular frequency ω can be ex-125

pressed theoretically as (e.g., Ferreira and Woodhouse, 2007):126

AR(ω) =
U(ω)

U0(ω)

√
C0
g (ω)

Cg(ω)
, (1)

where U(ω) and U0(ω) are the vertical displacement eigenfunctions evaluated127

at the receiver location (i.e., at the surface) for the corresponding local 1-128

D structure and for PREM, respectively. Cg(ω) and C0
g (ω) are the group129

velocities for the same 1-D models.130

Local amplification directly contributes to the measured seismic ampli-131

tude as A(ω) = AS(ω) · AP (ω) · AR(ω), where AS and AP are amplitude132

terms depending on the structure at the source S and along the path P ,133

respectively. Considering this relation, Eddy and Ekström (2014) developed134

a method to measure local amplification by calculating the ratio of surface135

wave amplitudes, dkij(ω), for a given earthquake k, and measured at pairs of136

nearby stations,137

dkij(ω) = ln(Ai(ω)/Aj(ω)) = ln(Ai(ω)) − ln(Aj(ω)) , (2)

where i and j represent the indexes of two nearby stations separated by an138

inter-station distance of less than 2◦. These measurements are performed139

for a large number of earthquakes with an even azimuthal distribution and140

are averaged over all the events. This approach allows the elimination of141
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contributions from structures at the source S and along the path P (i.e., the142

AS(ω) and AP (ω) terms above), and to isolate the local site amplification at143

the stations.144

In this study we follow a similar approach to that of Eddy and Ekström145

(2014) with some modifications. For pairs of stations that recorded more146

than ten common earthquakes, we compute a weighted average of the mea-147

surements, which accounts for the azimuthal coverage of the events (Fig.148

S3):149

dij(ω) =

NE∑
k=1

dkij(ω)wk

NE∑
k=1

wk

, (3)

where wk = 1 − nE/NE represents the azimuthal weighting coefficient, with150

nE being the number of earthquakes in a given 15◦ azimuthal bin in which the151

earthquake k is located, and NE being the total number of common earth-152

quakes recorded by stations i and j. The corresponding weighted standard153

deviation is also computed,154

σij(ω) =

√√√√√√√√√√
NE∑
k=1

wk(dkij(ω) − dij(ω))2

NE − 1

NE

NE∑
k=1

wk

. (4)

For each pair of stations and for each period of interest, such average155

inter-station measurements are built from selected single inter-station mea-156

surements (see the Supplementary material for more details on the selection157

criteria used), and constitute the input dataset used to compute local ampli-158

fication. Fig. S4 shows illustrative examples of inter-station measurements159

and their weighted averages and errors. Potential biases due to the approach160
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used to estimate amplification are reduced by the datas excellent azimuthal161

coverage and the associated averaging.162

Similarly to Eddy and Ekström (2014), we then use the average frequency-163

dependent inter-station measurements to invert for local amplification factors164

at each station using a least-squares approach minimising the following misfit165

function:166

m2 =
∑
ij

1

σ2
ij

[(ln(AR,i(ω)) − ln(AR,j(ω)) − dij(ω)]2 , (5)

where AR,i(ω) and AR,j(ω) are the amplification factors at stations i and j.167

In order to overdetermine the inverse problem, Eddy and Ekström (2014)168

imposed the sum of the amplification factors to vanish across all the stations169

in the USArray. Given the well-known average low velocity mantle structure170

in the western U.S., such a constraint is not appropriate to our study region.171

Thus, instead we impose the sum of the amplification factors to equal the172

sum of theoretical amplification factors calculated for the 3-D global mantle173

model SGLOBE-rani (Chang et al., 2015) combined with the global crustal174

model CRUST2.0 (Bassin et al., 2000), following Eq. (1). In our inversions175

of Rayleigh wave amplification data for depth-dependent vS profiles (Sec-176

tion 3) we found that the retrieved velocity perturbations did not depend177

strongly on the imposed sum of amplification factors. On the other hand,178

the absolute vS values obtained showed a strong dependency on the sum of179

amplification factors imposed. Fig. S5 illustrates the effect of the amplifica-180

tion sum constraint on the amplification measurements. It is clear that the181

values of amplification obtained with different amplification sum constraints182

are different, which would lead to different absolute vS values. Hence, in183

this study we shall not interpret the absolute velocities determined in the vS184

inversions but rather the velocity perturbations retrieved.185
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Finally, from the uncertainty of the single inter-station measurements,186

we calculate a diagonal matrix with the errors of the retrieved amplification187

factors at all stations, eR (Fig. S6), for each period of interest:188

eR =
√

diag
(
P−1 · S · (P−1

)ᵀ
) , (6)

where P is the matrix relating ln(AR,i(ω)) − ln(AR,j(ω)) with dij(ω) and S189

is a diagonal matrix containing the inter-station measurement uncertainties190

obtained from Eq. (4). We note that this data error definition is different191

from previous studies (e.g., Eddy and Ekström, 2014; Lin et al., 2012) and192

hence it is not directly comparable to other studies.193

2.3. Results194

Fig. 2 shows maps of local amplification factors at all available stations,195

for wave periods of 37.6, 51.0, 78.2 and 131.3 s. Fig. 3 shows local amplifi-196

cation curves for eight stations of interest located in each of the eight major197

tectonic provinces of the western U.S. (Fig. 1). Each observed amplification198

curve is compared to the theoretical predictions using the 1-D depth profile199

corresponding to the closest node in the SGLOBE-rani model combined with200

the crustal model CRUST2.0. Our results are in very good agreement with201

previous measurements of Rayleigh wave amplification in the same region.202

At short periods (∼35 s), highly-amplifying structures are observed along203

the Cascade and Sierra Nevada ranges, as well as in the vicinity of Yellow-204

stone, and around the northeastern edge of the Colorado Plateau. On the205

other hand, low local amplification is retrieved at short periods along the206

Pacific Border and South Basin & Range, most likely due to the thin crust207

in those areas (Buehler and Shearer, 2014). At intermediate periods (∼78208

s), high amplification is still imaged underneath Yellowstone and along the209

Snake River Plain, as well as beneath the North and South Basin & Range210
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provinces. These highly-amplifying features are in clear contrast with low-211

amplification areas in the northernmost part of the Columbia Basin and in212

the Rocky Mountains.213

When comparing our local amplification maps (Fig. 2) to those deter-214

mined by Eddy and Ekström (2014) (Fig. S7a-d), we can see that we resolve215

very similar features. The difference in absolute values, which can be seen by216

comparing the colour scales of each map (Fig. 2) is due to the use of different217

constraints on the sum of amplification factors, as explained in Section 2.2218

(see also Fig. S5). The correlation between the amplification maps from both219

studies is very high (>0.7) over all periods considered, as shown in the an-220

notations for each panel in Fig. S7. On the other hand, the correlation with221

the amplification map at 60 s of Lin et al. (2012) (Fig. S7e) is lower (∼0.5),222

which is probably due to the use of different methods in the retrieval of local223

amplification.224

In order to identify outliers, we examined the quality of the single-station225

measurements and the geographical coherency of the measurements across226

the various stations. This resulted in the exclusion of 6–9% of our local227

amplification estimates, depending on wave period (see Fig. S8 and Section228

B of the Supplementary material for details of the selection process). Table229

S1 shows all the detailed, frequency-dependent selection rates and statistics.230

Based on the response characteristics of the seismic instruments used in our231

study, we focus on amplification data in the 35–125 s wave period range in232

the rest of this paper.233

In the Supplementary material (Table S2), we show lists of stations de-234

fined as outliers by Shen and Ritzwoller (2016), Eddy and Ekström (2014)235

and this study. We can see that all three studies identify stations TA.J17A,236

TA.N02C and US.MSO as outliers, most likely because of instrumental prob-237
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lems. Our study identifies more outlier stations than the studies of Eddy and238

Ekström (2014); Shen and Ritzwoller (2016) due to the use of stricter selec-239

tion criteria. Such strict criteria are employed to identify the best possible240

data for subsequent inversions for velocity structure.241

3. Inverting for local shear-wave velocity structure242

3.1. Method243

Since Rayleigh wave local amplification is non-linearly related to Earth244

structure, we use the Neighborhood Algorithm (NA) (Sambridge, 1999) to245

invert the observed amplification curves for 1-D vS profiles beneath each sta-246

tion of the USArray in the western U.S. The NA is a Monte Carlo approach247

that samples the model space in a self-adaptative way in order to obtain an248

ensemble of models that fit the observed data well. Amongst many other249

applications in the literature, this scheme has been used recently to retrieve250

the local crustal structure beneath seismic stations from the teleseismic el-251

lipticity of Rayleigh waves (e.g., Attanayake et al., 2017; Berbellini et al.,252

2017).253

The inversion scheme is formed of two main parts: in the first step, the254

algorithm performs a uniform random search of 2,000 models, and for each of255

them computes the misfit between the observed and predicted amplification256

curves. In the second step, the algorithm refines the search by picking 20257

random models in the neighborhood of the best five models sampled. The258

algorithm proceeds iteratively for a total of 200 iterations, every time re-259

sampling the model space around the best five models found in the previous260

iteration. As a result, the inversion scheme produces an ensemble of models261

and their corresponding data misfits. We tested various numbers of models262

searched and total numbers of iterations, and found that these parameters263
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led to stable results while ensuring that the inversions are computationally264

efficient.265

For each station, we calculate the misfit between observed and predicted266

amplification using a L2-norm misfit function:267

s =
N∑
i=1

[AR,i − gi(m)]2

e2R,i
, (7)

where N is the number of wave periods, AR,i are the Rayleigh wave amplifi-268

cation observations obtained in Section 2.3, gi(m) is the predicted amplifica-269

tion curve computed from model m and eR,i is the error associated to each270

measurement (Eq. (6)).271

We compute the predicted curve for each sampled model using Eq. (1),272

employing a normal mode formulation (Gilbert, 1970). We calculate P -wave273

velocity (vP ) and density (ρ) from vS using scaling relations typically used274

in tomography (e.g., Chang et al., 2015):275

δvP
vP

= 0.5
δvS
vS

(8)

276

δρ

ρ
= 0.4

δvS
vS

, (9)

where the perturbations are with respect to the reference model PREM.277

We performed a series of inversion tests to define the model parameterisation278

used in our inversions. The most stable results were achieved by parameter-279

ising vS in the crust using a single flat layer from the surface down to the280

Moho and vS in the upper mantle using four spline functions (e.g., Chang281

et al., 2015) from the Moho down to ∼300 km depth. Given the complex sen-282

sitivity of local amplification to shear-wave velocity in the crust (Fig. S1), we283

found that more detailed crustal models, such as two- or three-layer crustal284

models, require higher frequency data than used in this study. We use Moho285

depths from the CRUST1.0 global crustal model (Laske et al., 2013). Table 1286
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presents the model space for all the parameters considered. The range of pa-287

rameters searched is smaller for the first spline than for the others to reduce288

trade-offs between crustal and uppermost mantle structure, while ensuring289

that the vS values obtained are realistic.290

3.2. Synthetic inversion tests291

In order to test the capability of our inversion scheme to retrieve a re-292

alistic input model, we perform synthetic inversion tests. Fig. 4 shows a293

synthetic inversion test using eight different representative examples of input294

1-D Earth models in the western U.S. (Fig. 1), which were obtained from295

our real data inversions. We simulate 200 predicted amplification curves by296

adding Gaussian random noise to each point using the standard deviations of297

real data measurements. Thus, each synthetic amplification curve represents298

a realistic measurement from a single earthquake. We then compute the av-299

erage amplification curve and its standard deviation, and use the resulting300

curve as input synthetic data in the inversion using the scheme described301

in the previous section. Results in Fig. 4 show that the input vS profiles302

are overall well recovered. In order to empirically estimate the errors of the303

retrieved models, we consider the models obtained in the inversions with a304

misfit within 20% of the minimum misfit value retrieved in the inversion.305

While the estimated uncertainties may not include all the errors affecting306

the results, we tested different misfit thresholds and found that a threshold307

of 20% encompasses models that fit the observations reasonably well. Fig. 5308

shows that errors estimated with a 50% threshold are of similar order. Us-309

ing a stricter threshold seemed too restrictive, potentially leading to loss of310

information, while more relaxed thresholds led to poor data fits. The error311

bars shown in Fig. 4 represent these error estimates. They are generally low,312

but in some cases they can be substantial in the crust and in the uppermost313
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mantle, suggesting a trade-off between vS in these two regions (e.g., for sta-314

tion TA.Y14A). Thus, based on these tests, we take the conservative approach315

of only interpreting structures retrieved below 60 km depth. Below ∼220 km316

depth, the retrieval of the input model was poorer due to the weaker sensi-317

tivity of the amplification data to that region (Fig. S1). Hence, we do not318

interpret vS structure obtained below 220 km depth.319

In Fig. S9, we present the results for a synthetic inversion test where the320

parameterisation of the input model is different from that employed in the321

inversions. We build an input vS model with two flat layers in the crust and322

a mantle structure described by 10 spline functions with random coefficients.323

We then compute the corresponding synthetic amplification curve and add324

noise using the same approach as described above. Subsequently we invert325

the obtained synthetic curve using the same parameterisation described in326

Section 3.1. Results show that the inversion recovers the input model rea-327

sonably well below 60 km. The very shallow crust is not well recovered; this328

is not surprising since shorter period data are needed to resolve that region.329

3.3. Results from real data inversions330

We invert all the available real amplification curves for depth-dependent331

vS profiles using the method described in Section 3.1. Fig. 5 shows examples332

of 1-D vS profiles obtained for eight illustrative stations located within the333

eight major tectonic provinces of the western U.S. For reference, we compare334

our results with corresponding profiles extracted from the global SGLOBE-335

rani model and from the regional tomographic model of Shen et al. (2013).336

As expected from the synthetic tests in the previous section, the crust and337

uppermost mantle show the largest uncertainties, but below 60 km depth338

our profiles agree generally well with the two previous models presented,339

especially with the model by Shen et al. (2013). There are nevertheless some340
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interesting differences, which will be discussed in the next section. When341

examining all the station profiles mapped together (Fig. S10), overall we find342

an excellent geographical coherency between the profiles obtained for the343

various stations. We estimate the errors in vS using the same approach as344

described in the previous section. Fig. S11 shows that overall the errors are345

small, being on average around ∼0.25% at each depth. The errors do not346

show any clear correlation with geographical location. Moreover, we verify347

whether there are substantial depth trade-offs in the mantle by plotting all348

the mantle model parameters explored in the inversions against each other349

(Fig. S12). As expected, there are some depth trade-offs, but overall the350

solutions obtained are well clustered around the best-fitting solution (notably351

those with a misfit within 25% of the best-fitting model). Hence, depth trade-352

offs should not be a main issue.353

In order to obtain a new 3-D uppermost mantle model of the western354

U.S., we interpolate the 1-D depth profiles laterally using an ordinary krig-355

ing technique that was successfully used in previous studies of surface wave356

amplitudes, notably using ellipticity (e.g., Berbellini et al., 2017; Attanayake357

et al., 2017). We refer to the resulting model as SWUS-amp (first column358

in Fig. 6); in the next section we discuss its seismic structures and how they359

compare with other models.360

4. Discussion361

4.1. Comparison with other models362

Fig. 6 compares constant depth slices of the SWUS-amp model with five363

other recent tomographic models of the western U.S. In order to enhance the364

comparison between the various models, we use a different colour scale for365

each model, but for completeness Fig. S13 presents the same figure with the366
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same colour scale for all models. Shen et al. (2013) used a nonlinear Bayesian367

Monte Carlo method by jointly inverting surface wave dispersion data and368

receiver functions. Porter et al. (2016) used Rayleigh wave phase velocities369

calculated using ambient noise tomography and wave gradiometry. Schmandt370

and Humphreys (2010) built vP and vS models by inverting teleseismic travel-371

time residuals using frequency-dependent 3-D sensitivity kernels. The model372

obtained by Schmandt and Lin (2014) is a major expansion of the study of373

Schmandt and Humphreys (2010), whereby they used a surface wave model374

of the crust and uppermost mantle as a starting model in their inversions.375

Finally, Porritt et al. (2014) built the DNA13 model by using teleseismic P,376

SH and SV travel-time measurements, as well as surface wave phase velocity377

data from both earthquakes and ambient noise.378

Many large-scale features in SWUS-amp seem to agree well with those in379

other 3-D vS models, notably at 60 km and 100 km depth. At these depths,380

all models show clear low-velocity anomalies associated with Yellowstone and381

the Basin & Range province. Beneath the Colorado Plateau (CP), there is a382

clear transition from low- to high-velocity anomalies, with a strong velocity383

gradient at the edges of the plateau, which was previouly documented (e.g.,384

Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010). Moreover, the models also clearly depict385

the Wyoming Craton (WC) as a high-velocity anomaly in the easternmost386

part of the region. Nevertheless, there are some interesting differences be-387

tween SWUS-amp and other models, notably at depths >150 km. Below this388

depth, SWUS-amp shows a north-south dichotomy in vS structure, with the389

northern region showing mostly high-velocity anomalies, whereas the south-390

ern region shows low-velocity anomalies. In contrast, the other models show391

very similar structures across all the different depths considered. This could392

be at least partly explained by well-known along-path averaging and verti-393
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cal smearing effects that affect tomographic analyses. On the other hand,394

despite the enhanced depth sensitivity of Rayleigh wave amplification, one395

has to bear in mind that our model results from the interpolation of 1-D396

profiles at each station. These profiles reflect the average structure around397

the station. Maupin (2017) showed that while Rayleigh wave ellipticity has398

complex sensitivity kernels to vS, exhibiting alternating positive and negative399

values at depth, single-component amplitude kernels are simpler and mostly400

with the same sign in a confined region around the receiver. This justifies the401

kriging interpolation carried out in this study. Finally, another distinct fea-402

ture of SWUS-amp compared to the other models is that overall it displays403

larger variations in vS anomalies. This is probably due to the fact that we do404

not use any regularisation in our inversions and may be linked to the local405

nature of the data used, and that the observable used (local amplification),406

has a depth sensitivity sharper than e.g. surface-wave dispersion data (see407

Fig. S1).408

In the next sub-sections we examine the vS structure in SWUS-amp in409

various regions of the western U.S. We analyse in detail cross-sections beneath410

Yellowstone, the Wyoming province, Cascadia, California, Sierra Nevada,411

Basin & Range and the Colorado Plateau. We discuss and interpret our412

results, and compare them with other models.413

4.2. Yellowstone and the Wyoming Province414

Vertical cross-sections through Yellowstone and the Wyoming Province415

(WP) give us a good insight into the local vS structure of the mantle beneath416

the area (Fig. 7). All the profiles show the presence of a large low-velocity fea-417

ture (YS) beneath Yellowstone from the crust down to at least 100 km depth418

and possibly deeper (e.g., profiles BB’, CC’, DD’ and EE’). The anomaly has419

a lateral extension of ∼200 km, following the hotspot track to the southwest420
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of the present location of the volcano, along the Snake River Plain (pro-421

file CC’). Moreover, profiles AA’ and FF’ suggest a finger-like, low-velocity422

anomaly dipping to the north-northwest. The most substantial low-velocity423

anomalies seem to occur beneath the central Snake River Plain (SRP) rather424

than directly beneath Yellowstone, which is consistent with results from a425

recent 3-D electrical conductivity model (Kelbert et al., 2012).426

These observations also agree with recent high-resolution images of the427

Yellowstone magmatic system (Huang et al., 2015), which show that in the428

shallow mantle the low-velocity anomalies are mostly to the west of the mod-429

ern Yellowstone volcano. The YS low-velocity anomaly appears the strongest430

down to ∼100 km depth, possibly due to partial melting. Moreover, the431

apparent shallow low-velocity signature of Yellowstone and the finger-like432

anatomy of the anomaly are also consistent with lateral flow in the region433

(Zhou et al., 2018a) and with a recent model of volcanism in Yellowstone due434

to intruding oceanic mantle driven by subduction (Zhou et al., 2018b). Nev-435

ertheless, since our study is restricted to the uppermost mantle, we cannot436

exclude that the YS anomaly may also be associated with other low-velocity437

features in the deeper mantle which may indicate a deep mantle plume source438

(e.g., Nelson and Grand, 2018).439

The Wyoming Province (WP) shows one of the most prominent high-440

velocity features of SWUS-amp, located in its easternmost part (annotated441

as “WC” in Fig. 8; see also the location map in Fig. 1). The WP is the442

western part of the much larger Laurentian craton, whose maximum depth443

extent was recently refined to 173±5 km in a recent study combining SS444

precursors and xenolith data (Tharimena et al., 2017). This thickness is in445

good agreement with our observations; for example, profiles CC’, EE’, FF’446

in Fig. 8 show that the WC high-velocity anomaly goes down to a depth447
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of ∼150-170 km. On the other hand, previous tomography models (e.g., in448

Fig. 6) show much thicker high-velocity anomalies down to ∼250-300 km449

depth, which are difficult to reconcile with the ∼1.5 km uplift of the region450

(e.g., Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010). Furthermore, in profile FF’, the451

high-velocity anomalies observed at around 100 km depth underneath the452

WP may also correspond to a combination of the signature of the Wyoming453

Craton and of the Cheyenne slab, a fossil slab segment (Yuan and Dueker,454

2005; Porritt et al., 2014).455

4.3. The Cascadia subduction zone456

In order to investigate the vS structure beneath the Cascadia subduction457

zone, which represents the last stage of the great Farallon subduction event,458

we build cross-sections at constant latitude through the area (Fig. 8). We459

image the young (∼10 Ma) subducting Juan de Fuca (JdF) slab from depths460

greater than ∼70 km; at shallower depths there is a relatively weak veloc-461

ity contrast with the cratonic lithosphere to the east (Porritt et al., 2014).462

The JdF slab is thought to result from the reinstatement of normal subduc-463

tion after the accretion of the Siletzia microcontinent, and following a period464

of flat-slab subduction (e.g., Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010). The slab’s465

fast-velocity signature is rather clear in all the profiles. However, beneath466

northern Oregon, in profile CC’, a low-velocity anomaly appears in the slab467

region, which is possibly due to a slab window in that region (e.g., Schmandt468

and Humphreys, 2010; Porritt et al., 2014). Further south, profiles DD’ to469

HH’ show increasingly deeper high-velocity anomalies, which are marked by470

“JdF?” annotations in Fig. 8. These anomalies tend to occur below 150 km471

depth, which may reflect the continuous subduction episodes that occurred472

in the past 80 Ma in the region (e.g., Humphreys and Hager, 1990). Pro-473

files EE’ and FF’ suggest that the high-velocity anomalies at ∼100-150 km474
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depth are disrupted by low-velocity structures, which have been interpreted475

as interactions between the slab and the Yellowstone plume (Obrebski et al.,476

2010). Nevertheless, the presence of substantial, predominantly high-velocity477

anomalies from ∼100-150 km depth in the region suggests that slabs in the478

northwestern U.S. dominate the mantle flow. Combined with the finger-like479

low-velocity anomalies beneath the SRP discussed in the previous section,480

our best interpretation of the Yellowstone system would thus be that it re-481

sults from subduction-driven volcanism (Zhou et al., 2018b). Yet, it is also482

possible that thin upwelling structures such as thin mantle plumes that can-483

not be currently resolved with seismic data could be present below 200 km.484

Such structures could rise around the slab fragments in the region and feed485

the low-velocity anomaly beneath Yellowstone. Future research work beyond486

this study will test this hypothesis. To the west, the dominance of slabs sug-487

gests that the Columbia River large igneous province (LIP) may also be due488

mostly to subduction-related processes, rather than having a deep mantle489

origin. This could explain why the Columbia River basalt province is the490

main LIP whose location does not correspond to the margins of the large491

low-velocity provinces in the lowermost mantle (e.g., Torsvik et al., 2006).492

A recent seismic tomography study reported a strong, linear low-velocity493

anomaly beneath the Juan de Fuca slab along the entire Cascadia subduc-494

tion zone at ∼150 km depth. This anomaly was proposed to result from the495

accumulation of material from a thin, weak, buoyant layer present beneath496

the entire oceanic lithosphere (Hawley et al., 2016). The cross-sections of497

SWUS-amp in Fig. 8 also suggest such low-velocity features, supporting the498

idea that a buoyant asthenosphere may be accumulated beneath the litho-499

sphere in this region.500
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4.4. California, Sierra Nevada, Basin & Range and the Colorado Plateau501

The vertical cross-sections in Fig. 9 show that the mantle’s vS structure502

beneath the Basin & Range is most likely characterised by low velocities,503

all the way down to 200 km depth (see, e.g., profiles AA’ and BB’). This is504

consistent with other models (e.g., Fig. 6) and could agree with the ongoing505

history of extension in the region possibly due to the removal of the Farallon506

slab (e.g., Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010). On the other hand, narrow,507

small-scale high- and low-velocity anomalies are retrieved beneath California508

and the Sierra Nevada. Two prominent low-velocity anomalies are depicted509

at ∼100 km depth in the eastern and southeastern borders of the Sierra510

Nevada province, beneath the Long Valley Caldera (LVC; profile AA’) and511

the Coso Volcanic Fields (CVF; profile BB’), respectively. These anomalies512

have also been observed in previous studies and could be due to magmatism513

and melt in the region (e.g., Jiang et al., 2018, and references therein).514

The so-called Great Valley high-velocity anomaly (GV; profile AA’) is515

observed east of the San Francisco Bay in central Sierra Nevada. Compared516

with the literature, the GV anomaly in SWUS-amp seems to be slightly517

shifted to the west (e.g., Jiang et al., 2018), and possibly appears in both518

shallow (top 60-70 km depth) and deeper regions (below 150 km depth). An-519

other fast velocity anomaly is observed beneath the Transverse Ranges (TR;520

profile DD’), south of the bend of the San Andreas Fault. Moreover, the521

Isabella Anomaly (IA; profile BB’) is located southeast of the GV anomaly,522

and, similarly to GV, possibly appears at both shallow (<60 km) and great523

(>150 km) depths. This is in contrast with recent reports that show the GV524

as a shallow anomaly and the IA as a continuous anomaly from ∼60 to 250525

km depth. The origin of the IA and GV anomalies has been long-debated.526

They have been suggested to be either due to a gravitational instability of527
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dense lithosphere, or to correspond to a slab fragment from the Monterey528

microplate, a remnant of the ancient Farallon plate, with the latter explana-529

tion gathering increasing evidence (e.g., Jiang et al., 2018). The geometry of530

the IA in SWUS-amp also suggests that it might represent a slab fragment.531

As mentioned previously, SWUS-amp shows that beneath the central part532

of the relatively undeformed Colorado Plateau (CP) there is a fast vS anomaly533

at lithospheric depths (∼100 km, noted as “CP” in Fig. 9). This anomaly534

is separated from the surrounding slow Basin & Range and Rio Grande Rift535

provinces by a strong velocity gradient, which is also seen in other tomogra-536

phy models (Fig. 6). This could be consistent with suggestions of lithospheric537

erosion in the region due to small-scale convection processes (Karlstrom et al.,538

2008). The westernmost end of the fast CP anomaly seems to be dipping,539

which could correspond to delamination-style foundering of continental litho-540

sphere as proposed by Levander et al. (2011).541

Although the data used in this study do not cover the whole Colorado542

Plateau, cross-sections AA’, BB’ and CC’ in Fig. 9 show that, for depths543

larger than ∼150 km, the CP high-velocity anomaly transitions to a low-544

velocity region. This is in contrast with some previous studies (e.g., Obrebski545

et al., 2011; Porritt et al., 2014), which reported that the CP fast region is546

split into two high-velocity bodies in the northwest and southeast edges of the547

plateau down to at least 200 km depth (see Fig. 6). The more localised high-548

velocity anomalies beneath the CP shown in SWUS-amp would be easier549

to reconcile with the high-topography of the Colorado Plateau than such550

high-velocity anomalies extending to great depths into the mantle.551

4.5. Future work552

Further quantitative tests would be required to fully assess the differences553

between SWUS-amp and existing tomographic models of the western U.S.554
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One way to do so would be to perform forward modelling of the models using555

an independent, sophisticated technique (e.g., the spectral element method,556

Komatitsch and Tromp, 2002) and compare with independent real data. This557

is well beyond this study and will be the subject of future studies.558

Future work will be required to associate in detail the various seismic559

anomalies imaged in SWUS-amp to specific past tectonic events. Progress in560

this direction may be achieved by further refining our images using shorter-561

period amplification measurements to better constrain crustal and uppermost562

mantle structures, notably using seismic ambient noise data. Moreover, inte-563

grating higher-mode amplitude data to the fundamental-mode dataset should564

enhance the model’s depth resolution. Finally, integrating additional types565

of data to the analysis, such as surface wave dispersion data, Rayleigh wave566

ellipticity and receiver functions would also provide further improvements.567

5. Conclusions568

In this study, we build SWUS-amp, the first 3-D model of shear-wave569

speed in the uppermost mantle based solely on surface wave amplification570

data. Amplification observations are complementary to classical observables571

such as surface wave dispersion and body wave travel-time data because: (i)572

in principle they have stronger depth resolution than, for example, surface573

wave phase velocity measurements, and (ii) they are a local observable and574

hence are little affected by along-path averaging and smearing effects. The vS575

structure in the top 100 km of SWUS-amp confirms some previously reported576

features, such as low shear-wave speed anomalies associated with Yellowstone577

and the Basin & Range province, and a sharp transition from low to high578

wave speed anomalies beneath the edges of the Colorado Plateau. SWUS-579

amp also reveals exciting features of the uppermost mantle in the region.580
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Beneath the high-topography Wyoming province, we estimate that the high-581

velocity lithosphere has a thickness of ∼150-170 km, which agrees well with582

geological information, notably xenolith data. This is thinner than ∼250-300583

km thickness estimates from previous tomographic models, which were hard584

to reconcile with the observed ∼1.5 km uplift of the region. Likewise, SWUS-585

amp shows localised high-velocity anomalies beneath the Colorado Plateau586

that are more compatible with its high topography than deeper anomalies587

in some previous tomographic models. Below ∼150 km depth, SWUS-amp588

shows a north-south dichotomy in vS structure. The northern region shows589

mostly high-velocity anomalies, likely related to the continuous subduction590

history in the region, whereas the southern region shows mostly low-velocity591

anomalies, probably related to the recent extension and uplift of the southern592

region. Beneath the Snake River Plain, SWUS-amp shows a finger-like low-593

velocity anomaly dipping to the west, which is consistent with lateral flow in594

the region, and may be due to intruding oceanic mantle driven by subduction.595

Thus, we infer that subduction is possibly a key control of the Yellowstone596

system and of the nearby Columbia River large igneous province.597
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Figure 1: Main tectonic features of the western U.S. (left) and distribution of seismic events

used in this study (right). Tectonic provinces are delimited by dotted coloured lines, includ-

ing the Pacific Border (PB), Cascade Range (CR), Sierra Nevada (SN), Columbia Basin

(CB), North Basin & Range (NBR), South Basin & Range (SBR), Colorado Plateau (CP),

and central Rocky Mountains (RM); locations of the Snake River Plain (SRP), Yellowstone

(YS; red triangle), Great Valley (GV) and Wyoming Province (WP) are also indicated.

Seismic stations are represented by blue circles, black triangles and red squares, depending

on the corresponding seismic network. Labelled stations indicated by stars are illustrative

stations used in this study, one in each major tectonic province: TA.M02C in PB, TA.I04A in

CR, TA.S06C in SN, TA.P11A in NBR, TA.F13A in RM, TA.J15A in SRP, TA.Y14A in SBR,

and TA.T17A in CP. Background colours represent elevation and bathymetry according to

ETOPO1 (https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/). Event locations are extracted from

the Global CMT catalog (Ekström et al., 2012), and depths are indicated by the colour of

the circles. Boundaries of tectonic plates (Bird, 2003) are indicated by solid black lines.

Boundaries of the study region are indicated by the black frame in the right-hand-side

panel.
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Figure 2: Examples of maps for fundamental mode Rayleigh wave local amplification at

four periods of interest. Periods of interest are displayed in the lower-left corner of each

map. Each coloured symbol represents a station, the shape depending on the corresponding

seismic network (see Fig. 1). The locations of our eight illustrative stations are indicated

for reference. Boundaries of tectonic provinces are represented by solid brown lines.
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Figure 3: Examples of local amplification curves (solid lines with error bars) measured for

our eight illustrative stations located in each of the main tectonic provinces of the western

U.S. (see Fig. 1), compared to theoretical curves calculated for 1-D profiles extracted from

the 3-D model SGLOBE-rani combined with the crustal model CRUST2.0 (dashed lines).

The error bars represent the errors on local amplification measurements calculated using

Eq. (6).
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Table 1: Model space for each model parameter considered in the vS inversions. The

parameters are expressed as percentual perturbations from the PREM model.

Model parameter Lower bound (%) Upper bound (%)

δvS
vS

in the crust -30 40

1st mantle spline coefficient -10 5

2nd mantle spline coefficient -20 20

3rd mantle spline coefficient -20 20

4th mantle spline coefficient -20 20
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Figure 4: Example of synthetic inversion test. The top panel shows the amplification

curves computed for the input, known synthetic model (black lines with black error bars)

and for the retrieved output model (coloured line). The bottom panel shows corresponding

input and output shear-wave velocity models, with the latter showing the corresponding

error bars (see main text for details).
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Figure 5: Best-fitting shear-wave velocity profiles (dark solid lines) obtained from real

data inversions for eight illustrative stations located in each of the eight major tectonic

provinces of the western U.S. (see Fig. 1). The retrieved models are compared to 1-D

profiles extracted from the global model SGLOBE-rani (dotted lines) and the regional

model of Shen et al. (2013) (dashed lines). Error bars on the velocity profiles correspond

to 2.5σ, where σ is the standard deviation computed over all models with a misfit value

within 20% of that of the best-fitting model (lighter solid lines). Error bars calculated for

a standard deviation computed over all models (lightest solid lines) with a misfit value

within 50% of that of the best-fitting model are also shown (lighter error bars). They are

mostly undistinguishable from the previous set of error bars because the corresponding

sets of models are very similar despite the different misfit thresholds.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the SWUS-amp 3-D shear-wave velocity model (first column)

with other recent tomographic models (Shen et al., 2013; Porter et al., 2016; Schmandt

and Humphreys, 2010; Schmandt and Lin, 2014; Porritt et al., 2014). The velocity pertur-

bations of the models in the first three columns are expressed with respect to the average

at each depth. The models in the last three columns are relative by construction and thus

are plotted in their original form. The limits of the colour scale of each model and at

each depth are displayed in the bottom left corner of each map. Boundaries of tectonic

provinces are represented by solid light brown lines.
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Figure 7: Vertical cross-sections through the SWUS-amp model, centered on the Yellow-

stone area, expressed as perturbations with respect to the average absolute shear-wave

velocity in each cross-section. The locations of the cross-sections are indicated in the cen-

tral inset map. Circles along each profile track are plotted every 2◦. Seismicity (>M4.0)

from the ISC bulletin (http://www.isc.ac.uk) is represented by yellow dots. The elevation

along each profile is plotted above each cross-section, where the colour fillings match the

colours used in Fig. 1 to differentiate the eight major tectonic provinces of the region.

Stations within 50 km of the profile track are represented by triangles. The red triangle

denotes Yellowstone’s location.
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Figure 8: Vertical cross-sections through the SWUS-amp model, focusing on the Cascadia

subduction zone, expressed as perturbations with respect to the average absolute velocity

in each cross-section. The locations of the cross-sections are indicated in the central inset

map. Circles along each profile track are plotted every 2◦. Seismicity (>M4.0) from the

ISC bulletin (http://www.isc.ac.uk) is represented by yellow dots. The elevation along

the profile is plotted above each cross-section, where the colour fillings match the colours

used in Fig. 1 to differentiate the eight major tectonic provinces of the region. Stations

within 50 km of the profile track are represented by triangles. Magenta lines represent the

Juan de Fuca slab model (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/slab/models.php); each line

represents a 10-km increment in depth.
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Figure 9: Vertical cross-sections through the SWUS-amp model beneath California, Sierra

Nevada, Basin and Range, and Colorado Plateau, expressed as perturbations with respect

to the average absolute velocity in each cross-section. The locations of the cross-sections

are indicated in the central inset map. Circles along each profile track are plotted every 2◦.

Seismicity (>M4.0) from the ISC bulletin (http://www.isc.ac.uk) is represented by yellow

dots. The elevation along the profile is plotted above each cross-section, where the colour

fillings match the colours used in Fig. 1 to differentiate the eight major tectonic provinces

of the region. Stations within 50 km of the profile track are represented by triangles.

Appendix A. Supporting information617

Supplementary information with this article can be found in the online618

version of this article at http://dx.doi.org/10.xxxx/j.epsl.xxxx.xx.xxx.619
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